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End your day the Torah way
 Gedalia Garfunkel
IF YOU want to end Thursday
the Torah Way, you can now do so
officially in North West London.
The new late night programme - a
joint initiative of Start Your Day The
Torah Way and the Nishmas Yisroel
kehilla - was launched last Thursday
at a packed Nishmas Yisroel in Brent
Street. It consisted of 15 minutes of
Hilchos Shabbos from Rabbi Dovid
Tugendhaft, the shul’s rov and was
followed by a 30 minute Celebrity
Parsha Shiur.
Based on Chumash Rashi and

anecdotal material, it was presented
by Dayan Yonoson Abraham. Next
week’s shiur is to be given by Rabbi
Meir Zev Rappaport, Rov of Imrei
Shefer.
The evening concluded at 10.15
with Maariv followed by cholent and
kugel and more Divrei Torah.
Nishmas Yisroel is the host of the
daily Dirshu shiur given by Rabbi
Tugendhaft. It begins at 9.45pm and
also ends with Maariv at 10.15.
The Leil Shishi programme was
created by Duddy Itzkowitz of Start
Your Day fame and Mr Richard Jenkins
of Nishmas Yisroel.

Rabbi Tugendhaft addresses the inaugural leil Shishi programme

Hendon flat tenants angry over
Council’s fire safety ultimatum
 Dina Rosell
TENANTS at a block of flats in Hendon
popular with the Jewish community are
upset about a new fire safety upgrade
demand. Barnet Council is asking the
residents of Woodburn Close to pay
£1300 to pay for the installation of

new fire safety doors, fire stickers and
front doors which the tenants believe
is not strictly necessary.
Occupants claim that they received
only one month’s notice for these
“improvements” which can be found
on the market at a far more reasonable
price. Front doors, for example, can be

bought for £400, not the £666 quoted
by the Council. Only four years ago,
tenants were forced to find £7000 - an
enormous sum in view of the fact that
their monthly maintenance charge is
£120 – for new windows, pipes and
guttering. The completed work does
not appear to be up to standard.

Barnet Council claims that the latest
round of works was in line with the
Fire Safety Order of 2005, adding that
leaseholders who find themselves in
financial difficulty should contact
their leasehold housing officer so that
the Council can provide a payment
plan.

